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INTRODUCTION

Discussed in this report is a diamond drilling project 

conducted in the south-eastern portion of the James Bay Lowlands in 

the late summer of 1994, and subsequent evaluation of the target 

drilled.

The object of this exploration is a previously tested diatreme 

breccia from which micro'diamonds were recovered. There is doubt 

as to the actual origin of the diamonds, and this, latest programme 

is aimed at resolving the problem, as well as achieving much deeper 

penetration of the pipe.

The work was conducted on behalf of MURGOR RESOURCES INC., and 

with the approval of MURGOR through director M. Atkins.

LAND POSITION

The property consists of a single claim, P.1196749 covering a 

magnetic anomaly and underlying diatreme known formerly as 15-10, 

and so designated in this report. The claim is square with length 

of side 800m., and so covers an area of 64 Ha.. It lies within 

Hecla Twp., Porcupine District, Ontario.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The claim lies very close to the centre of the north-east 

quadrant of Hecla Twp.. The approximate centre of the claim is at 

50"19.3'N., and 81"55'W.. Alternatively it lies about 110km. 

north-north-east of Kapuskasing.

Access to a point some 30km. from the claim, and 8km. north of
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the small community of Smoky Falls, is gained by an all-weather 

gravel road from Kapuskasing to Ontario Hydro generating stations 

on the Mattagami River: the distance is just over 90km. from Hwy. 

No. 11..

From this point, access in winter may be achieved overland 

after crossing the Mattagami River at the most northerly H.E.P. 

damn; at any other time of year, helicopter is the only logical 

mode of transport due to the extreme swampiness of the intervening 

terrain. Access may be possible in summer, with great difficulty, 

by wide-track, tracked vehicles.

HISTORY

The area has been a focus of interest for diamonds since the 

late 1950's. Companies that have explored in the area are: Selco 

Explorations (mid '60s), Selco Mining (latterly B.P. - Selco: late 

'70s - early '80s), Falconbridge (Selco later era), and de Beers 

through Diapros amongst others.

The discovery of "kimberlite" at Coral Rapids on the Abitibi 

River (about 35km. east of 15-10) and the recovery of pyropes from 

stream sediments in the vicinity aroused the interest of diamond 

explorers.

The Coral Rapids "kimberlite" is now considered to be a 

melilitite after thin section studies conducted by R. H. Mitchell 

(c. 1983) identified melilite in the rock - believed to be the 

first such occurrence identified in Canada.

In the late '70s - early '80s Selco Mining conducted a quite 

massive search for kimberlite in the southern James Bay Lowlands, 

north of Hearst: this stemmed from research by A.J.A. Janse and 

was managed by the writer. A large number of mantle derived (ultra



mafic) diatreme breccias having all the macroscopic appearance of 

kimberlite were discovered. From previous work (some by Selco 

Exploration in 1964) the Coral Rapids occurrence was known, as was 

the presence of pyrope in the drainage around it, and so by late 

1981 "The Lowlands Project" was extended into the Mattagami-Abitibi 

Rivers area, the south-east quadrant of the Moose River Basin.

Initial exploration comprised a low level, air'magnetic survey 

with closely-spaced flight lines. More than seventy-five (75) 

anomalies were eventually identified; about fifty (50) were 

selected for further investigation after ground magnetic surveys, 

and explained by drilling or examination of surface exposure. More 

than twenty of these proved to be mantle-derived, ultramafic 

diatreme breccias not dissimilar to these previously encountered 

north of Hearst.

Anomalies 15-6, 15-9 and 15-10 contained the first 

(kimberlite) indicator minerals recovered during the programme. As 

far as I can recall 15-6 contained magnesian ilmenite (low magnesia 

{S-10%} 44-5^ Ti02 ), and too much iron (+36% FeO) and minor 

phlogopite; 15-9 contained similar ilmenite, a few, poor chromites 

(<5Q% Cr203 ) and phlogopite.

Of the many mantle-derived, diatremes investigated, 15-10 most 

closely approached kimberlite in its constitution. It contains 

autoliths and nucleated autoliths (pelletal lapilli); the latter 

sometimes forming on previously existing autoliths (at least two 

generations of intrusion), sometimes on macro'crystalline titano' 

magnetite, and sometimes on xenoliths. The matrix of these is 

similar to the main matrix - a fine mass of serpentine, calcite, 

perovskite and olivine, and contains micropheno-crystalline 

olivine. It contains ilmenite (similar to that of 15-6 and 15-9, 

chromite (35-50 !fc of Cr 203 - poor), chrome diopside (±1* Cr20 3 ), 

pyrope, fresh olivine and phlogopite.



As far as I know, this is the only intrusive rock, other than 

kimberlite and lamproite, that contains all of the "kimberlite" 

indicator minerals in a single unit.

Too, the pyropes are, I would hazard, unique: they have a 

distinctive colour - a deep, singular pink not seen in any other 

chromiferous garnet in my experience, with a deeper, raspberry red 

tone internally; this colour is astonishingly uniform across the 

population. In a sense they are unique, too, in their chemistry: 

the CaO content very, very, rarely varies beyond the range 4.5- 

S.9%; and Cr 203 very, very, rarely varies beyond the range Ll-2.8%: 

this is a very restricted population. Garnets of this nature were 

not recovered from drainage samples downstream, nor from drainage 

samples that are in themselves samples of glacial overburden down - 

ice.

To put these oxide data into perspective, broadly speaking 

"interesting" indicators from potentially diamond bearing 

intrusives should meet the following parameters.

a). Ilmenite will contain more than 5% MgO, and preferrably 

more than 12%, and contain less than 32% FeO, preferrably 

under

b) . Chromite will contain greater than 58% Cr203 ; preferrably 

greater than 62% to indicate formation within the diamond 

stability field.

c). Chrome Diopside will contain at least 2% Cr2O3 and 

preferrably 3* or better, and Cr203 > A1 203 .

d). Pyropes, the "important" garnets, plotted on a Cr203 v's 

CaO diagram, should fall to the left of the Lherzolite 

Line (Gurney), or below it (Sobolev), and contain more 

than 4% Cr2O3 to indicate a potentially diamond bearing



intrusive.

It will be noted that none of the indicators from 15-10 

approaches any of these criteria.

Finally micro 'diamonds were recovered from a fusion of the - 

500 micron fraction - all were (are) white, natural stones. The 

drill bits used, according to the contractor, were composites 

consisting of 2:1 - natural: synthetic diamonds.

Despite these latter observations, C.M.H. Jennings maintained 

that the recovered stones came from the drill bits. Considering 

the lack of synthetic stones, and the fact that no diamonds had 

been recovered from other diatremes drilled with diamond-set bits, 

the rest of the Selco personnel (writer included) have always had 

strong reservations about the source of the stones.

So too did G. Peacock who conducted the laboratory work, and 

who staked this claim, and L. Stone who was involved indirectly 

with 15-10 through Lignasco in the early '80s.

And so, a dozen years later, the present drilling was devised 

in an attempt to resolve the (questionable) diamond potential of 

this diatreme.

GEOLOGY

The Moose River Basin underlies the most south-easterly 

portion of the James Bay Lowlands. Its east boundary is a stepped 

(fault) scarp that forms the western margin of the distinctive, 

magnetic - gravity feature known as the Kapuskasing High: the 

rocks to the east are Archean of the Superior Province.

The Moose River Basin is a distinct depression in the Archean
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basement. Lying within are Palaeozoic carbonate rocks and minor 

clastic rocks ranging in age from Late Ordovician to (early) Mid- 

Devonian. The Palaeozoic section near the north east edge of the 

basin is more than 500m. thick (O.G.S. drill hole at Jaab Lake, c. 

1951) and basement was not reached. It is surmised that the 

Palaeozoic section exceed 600m. in thickness at the centre of the 

basin, and it is overlain by more than 150m. (oil/gas wells) of 

unconsolidated Cretaceous (and Jurassic?) debris.

PRESENT PROGRAMME

DIAMOND DRILLING

The drilling was contracted to Bradley Bros, of Timmins, Ont.. 

The drill was at the Mattagami R., 8km. north of Smoky Falls on 8th 

August. Moving by Abitibi Helicopters to the drill site (about 

30km.) was completed by 9th August, and the drill set-up and water 

- line established. Drilling began on 15-10-4 on 10th August.

The casing was drilled to 76m., but the runner noted a change 

in the colour of the return at about 71m.; this latter is the 

estimated depth of overburden. This is in keeping with previous 

holes (3).

The rock contains much clay (xenolithic) and serpentine 

(primary-alteration) making drilling difficult. "Sanding" began 

early in the diatreme and became a major problem at a depth of 

about 150m. . From 150m. to 4-190m. the rock is very friable - 

barely consolidated (previous holes were lost in this section at 

about 170-175m.).

The drillers are to be commended for their perseverance in 

attaining a depth of 224m.. At this point, relatively fresh rock 

had been intersected, but "sand" from above was threatening to 

"sand in" the rods at every pull. At this depth the hole had to be



washed after each pull, and by the time a new rod was attached, the 

newly washed section had "sanded in" again.

The hole was abandoned on 14th August and the move out 
completed the next day.

The hole was logged at Smoky Falls (see accompanying log). 
Representative samples were selected to best represent the 

intrusive (no xenoliths) and the balance was split into four bulk 
samples based on the writer's macroscopic observations; the 

breakdown is based on colour and/or texture of the intrusive phases 

(?) and xenolithic content.

Representative samples are listed at the end of the drill log, 

under the title "SAMPLES FOR POSTERITY" and listed too are the 

sections comprising each of the four bulk samples. These were 

returned to Thunder Bay and are stored at 2035 Montrose Place.

The rock is described in the accompanying log. This is 

accompanied by a section through this hole and one of Selco's 

holes, 15-10-3. The relative locations of the holes are 

illustrated on an accompanying partial plan of the Selco ground 

magnetics as reproduced by the writer. It should be noted that the 

diatreme is slightly arcuate, pointing north, and has a maximum 

magnetic (ground-level) response of about 150 nT..

The rock consists of an ultra'mafic diatreme breccia: 

diatreme facies. Macroscopically it consists of a strongly 

serpentinised, aphanitic matrix containing - occasional olivine, 

chrome diopside, pyrope, pholgopite and metallic macro'crysts. 

Within this are variable amounts of autoliths and nucleated 

autoliths or pelletal lapilli composed of material similar or 

identical to the matrix but containing euhedral to sub'hedral 
micro'phenocrystalline olivine (or serpentinised pseudomorphs of 

olivine). The nucleated pelletal lapilli are built on previously



existing (non-nucleated) lapilli, on titano'magnetite macro'crysts, 

rare olivine macro'crysts, or on small xenoliths; they vary in size 

from 1mm. to (rarely more than) 5mm..

Large xenoliths (mm. to m. in size) are common and consist of 

carbonate rocks, sandstones and vari-coloured consolidated 

(Cretaceous?) clay and (rare) basement fragments.

The rock was divided macroscopically into four bulk samples: 

The sections in each sample are noted at the end of the log. 

Samples l, 2 and 3 are not dissimilar in the appearance of the 

ultra'mafic; the variance is colour, No. 2 is "green" as opposed to 

the "black" of l and 3; otherwise there are minor variations in the 

size and content of the autoliths and pelletal lapilli and also of 
xenoliths.

Sample No. 4 is similar to l and 3 but contains vastly more 

xenolithic material.

A coarse, not obvious, layering or bedding is noted - this, 

probably an indication of re'sedimentation (RHM Plenum Press, 

1995). In the section this layering is evidently correlative 

across the holes: it is to be expected that this correlation 

laterally would not be perfect, even between holes so close 

together, in a vertically explosive environment. Also, logging by 

two people - 12 years apart - will contribute to less than perfect 

correlation.

Finally, thirty-seven (37) representative samples of the 

ultra'mafic were taken and retained (each about 10cm. long) prior 

to the core being tossed into four "bulk" samples. As previously 

noted these too are listed at the end of the log.



THIN SECTION STUDIES

Seven (7) of the representative samples (underlined at the end 

of the log) were given to R.H. Mitchell for thin-section 

(microscopic) analysis. Dr. Mitchell's notes and comments are 

submitted in Appendix I.

The microscopic examination indicates the presence of 

colourless clinopyroxene macrocrysts - presumably mistaken for 

olivine in macroscopic logging - and notes almost complete 

alteration of the rock.

He ends with an "unbiased" classification as a "melnoite". 

According to Mitchell (pers. comm) this is an acronym coined by 

E.M.W. Skinner of de Beers to cover a family (?) of rocks that are 

melilitic, although individual occurrences need contain no, 

identified (as in this case) melilite.

HEAVY MINERAL STUDIES

About 23kg. each from samples l and 2 were sent to TERRAMIN in 

Calgary. Terramin crushed everything to -2.8mm. and screened at 

500 microns and 250 microns. Four magnetic splits are given rather 

than the more usual three.

The treatment was done quickly, the samples are very clean - 

well screened, with little dross from finer fractions, and, most 

welcome, had no smell of TBE, the heavy media used.

About 23kg. of sample No. 3 was sent to G. PEACOCK ENTERPRISES 

with the request that the entire sample be reduced to -1mm., 

deslimed and size splits made at 500 and 180 microns.

Magnetic splits on a READING rolls magnetic separator were
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made at 3 amp and 6 amp - the 3 amp fraction corresponds to 

Teframins MAG and WEAK MAG fractions, 3-6 are PARAMAG and +6 NON- 
MAG. Further, it was requested of Peacock to do a complete fusion 

of the -500 micron NON-MAG fraction.

OBSERVATION

The various fractions, not including MAGS, were observed for 

each sample using a binocular microscope. The content is listed 

below.

SAMPLE NO. l

250-500m. NON-MAG: +60* pyrite, + 3Q* barite
other: chrome diopside, light gray to green clino 

pyroxene, chromite, hercynite-pleonaste, apatite; traces 

of olivine, ziron, perovskite and sapphire. 

10 synthetic diamonds

+500ITI. NON-MAG: pyrite and barite with apatite, chrome 

diopside, clinopyroxene, trace olivine.

250-500m. WEAK-MAG: +50I earthy hematite, phlogopite, altered 

chrome diopside, clinopyroxene; minor ilmentie, chromite, 

olivine plus trace almandine and two pieces of pyrope, 

l synthetic diamond

250-500m. PARA-MAG: mainly altered and fresh clinopyroxene, 

plus lots of chrome diopside; traces of phlogopite, 

olivine, chromite, hematite and garnet

SAMPLE NO. 2 - bigger to much bigger concentrates

250-SOOra. NON-MAG: - as for No. l
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10-12 synthetic diamonds 

250-500m. WEAK-MAG: mostly clinopyroxene plus some altered

olivine; minor chromite, ilmenite, earthy hematite; very

minor phlogopite and traces of almandine. 

250-500m. PARA-MAG: mostly altered clinopyroxene with chrome

diopside; traces of chromite, ilmenite and garnet. 

+500m. NON-MAG: altered clinopyroxene, clinopyroxene, 10 !fe

py.; trace olivine. 

+500m. WEAK-MAG: largely altered clinopyroxene and earthy

hematite; minor fresh clinopyroxene, olivine, rare chrome

diopside, phlogopite, black metallics; trace garnet. 

+500ITI. PARA-MAG: mostly altered clinopyroxene with much

chrome diopside; weak olivine; rare chromite, phlogopite

and pyrope.

SAMPLE NO. 3 - much, much bigger concentrates.

180-500m. NON-MAG: (Fusion), l piece of synthetic diamond.

about 10 corroded pieces of chromite, two fragments of

hercynite and l faintly bluish, corroded grain that may

be pleonaste or ZIRCON. 

180-500m. PARA-MAG: largely clinopyroxene with lots of chrome

diopside; minor phlogopite, olivine, pyrite, hematite and

pyrope and crustal garnet - plus chromite and ilmenite. 

+500II1. NON-MAG: clinopyroxene, chrome diopside, barite,

more pyrite: traces of pleonaste, garnet, chromite. 

4-500m. PARA-MAG: as for 180-500m.

with very minor chromite and no (?) ilmenite.

Minor amounts of the indicators were separated for micro'probe 

or S.E.M. analyses if desired.

The first notable facet of these samples was the difference in 

the sizes of the concentrates: much more heavy mineral in No. 2
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than in No. l (see weights in Appendix II), and much, much more in 

the available fractions of No. 3 compared to No. 2..

The mineralogical constitution, while showing minor variance, 

between samples is actually reasonably uniform - thus, the heavy 

mineral assemblage supports the microscopic conclusions of little 

difference between samples, whilst the sizes of the concentrates 

suggests that there is some difference, supporting the macroscopic 

division.

The telling observation is the absence of natural 

micro'diamonds and the presence of synthetics only. The immediate 

thoughts are: a).Chris Jennings was right, b). the drilling 

contractor in 1982-83 misled us with his determination of drill - 

bit compositions.

Then it is noticed that only a fragment of l synthetic came 

through the fusion. It seems logical that all three samples would 

be "contaminated" to the same extent. This raised the (not very 

serious) question "Do synthetic diamonds survive the fusion 

process?" It seems logical that they should: someday, for my own 

satisfaction, I will have a fusion done on some of the recovered 

synthetic micro'diamonds to see if they survive.

If synthetics are destroyed in the fusion process, that would 

explain the recovery of only natural stones in the previous test, 

and so vindicate the previous contractors claims as to the diamond 

composition of the bits.

There is one other interesting side note: all of the 

synthetic stones are rhombic dodecahedra, not an octahedron amongst 

them.

Finally the subject of deeper penetration into the pipe was 

partially achieved, 50m. more, but this is a far cry from the hoped
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for 200m. increase in the attempt to reach hypabyssal material: 

this objective was not met.

Should Murgor or other interested party consider a further 

attempt at deep penetration, the following suggestions are offered.

i). That the hole be drilled in winter to permit overland 

access; late enough to take advantage of milder weather, 

but early enough to permit withdrawal overland, 

ii). That very large casing be used with the anticipated need 

to sink this possibly to 200m. (or more?), and drilling 

be done with NQ to the blocking point or into fresh, 

competent rock before finishing to 380m. - or deeper if 

desired - with BQ.

It will not be expensive.

CONCLUSIONS

a). There are no natural diamonds in Diatreme 15-10.

b) . That the rock contains all of the "kimberlitic" indicator 

minerals - and may be the only such occurrence other than 

kimberlite and lamproite.

c). R.H. Mitchell concludes from thin section study that this is 

not a kimberlite.

d) . The rock is so altered that a deeper hole aimed at reaching 

fresher or hypabyssal facies material should be drilled only 

to satisfy geological curiosity.

e). The diatreme apparently has no economic potential and so 

further exploration is not warranted.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

i). That some probe work be undertaken - the indicators look

"better" than the writer remembers from the earlier

exploration, 

ii). That a fusion of some of the recovered, synthetic

micro'diamonds be undertaken to see if they are indeed

destroyed in the process. 

iii). That someone drill a deeper (very deep) hole to satisfy

geological curiosity, 

iv) . MOST IMPORTANT: That exploration for economic reasons be

abandoned.

Respe

lain F. DCJwai*f*T'. Eng. .
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PETROGRAPHIC COMMENTS ON CORE SAMPLES - DRILL HOLES SF 4

Samples labelled 108, 140, 155, 163.7, 171, 209, and 219.5, 

are all essentially similar in their petrographic character, thus 

only one petrographic descritpion which is applicable to all 

samples is given. The samples differ only is that samples 108, 140 

and 171 contain 20 - 30% vol. *, angular - to - rounded, strain - 

free or weakly strained quartz xenocrysts.

All samples are highly altered. The alteration hs resulted in 

teh replacement of most of the primary minerals by a complex 

mixture of carbonate, chlorite and serpentine.

The rocks contain clasts and macrocrysts which in approximate 

order of abundance are:

1). angular-to-rounded clasts of country rock 

limestones and fine grained sand limestones

2) . anugular-to-rounded clasts of an altered microporphyritic 

igneous rock.

3). macrocrysts of colourless clinoproxene

4). macrocrysts of pale yellow-to-deep yellow phlogopite. 

These are commonly replaced by green chlorite.

5). angular clasts ofmica-pyroxenite ^ apatite

6). serpentinized pseudomorphs after (?) olivine

The altered igneous rock clasts are microporphyritic or 

aphyric. Microphenocrysts are subhedral-to-auhedral completely 

serpentinized crystals. Microphenocrysts at the edges of the 

clasts are broken indicating that the clasts were solid at the time 

of their incorporation in the breccia, i.e. they are bona fide 

autoliths. No flow alignment of olivine pseudomorphs is evident. 

Some clasts contain auhedral macrocrysts of colourless 

clinopyroxene of pale yellow-to-deep yellow phlogopite.

The matrix of both types of clasts is similar and comsists of



rounded brown perovskite and euhedral opaque spinels set in a 

greenish very fine grained mixture of serpentine, chlorite and 

calcite. There are no relict primary phases or textures.

Clasts and macrocrysts are set in a very fine grained 

greenish-to-colourless matrix of finely comminuted clastic 

material, serpentine, chlorite and calcite.

Pelletal lapilli are not present.

COMMENTS

The rock may be best described as a volcaniclastic 

heterolithic breccia or autolithic volcaniclastic breccia if the 

country rock cists are ignored in the classification. It is 

probably diatreme-facies material but the facies cannot be 

accurately determined from thin section petrography alone.

Because of the pervasive alteration, any former matrix glass 

and/or typomorpic groundmass minerals have been completely 

replaced. Relict textures in the microporphyritic igneous clasts 

are unlike those of kimberlite. Clinipyroxene and phlogopite 

macrocrysts are similiar to those occurring in the mica-pyroxenite 

clasts and were probably derived by the disaggregation of this 

material. The common presence ofmacrocrystal pyroxenes suggests a 

genetic association with the pyroxenite clasts.

The rocks are difficult to classify as they were not 

investigated by electron beam methods i.e. no data on spinel and 

proxene compositions are available. In addition it is extremely 

difficult to identify altered diatreme facies rocks lacking fresh 

autolithic material. The presence of perovskite indicates magma. 

Textures in the autoliths are unlike those of kimberlites.

Provisional classifications:



1). Unbiased - no other information

diatreme facies volcaniclastic melnoitic heterolithic

breccia

2). Biased - knowing these samples originate from the

Lowlands melilitite province
diatreme facies volcaniclastic melilititic heterolithic 

breccia
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TERRAMIN RESEARCH LABS LTD.

DIAMOND EXPLORATION SAMPLE PROCESSING

SAMPLE NO. 15-10-4 Sample ttl 

JOB NO. 94-148-1

SAMPLE TYPE Core

DATE Sept.30, 1994

Weight of sample 

Crushing time 

Milling time 

Dispersion time 

Sieving time

22.7 kg

2.0 hrs

3.75 hrs

Weight +7 mesh O

-7+35 mesh 339.4 gm 

-35+60 mesh 485.8 gm

-60 mesh 21855 gm

Mineral separation time 2.5 hr 

Weight -7+35 Heavy Ferro mag 1.806 gm

Para mag 1.804 gm

-35+60 Heavy Ferro mag 1.774 gm 

Para mag 2.105 gm

Mineral examination time 

Mineral grains analysed

Weakly mag 

Non mag 

Weakly mag 

Non mag

0.633 gm 

5.189 gra 

1.296 gm 

2.273 gm



TERRAMIN RESEARCH LABS LTD.

DIAMOND EXPLORATION SAMPLE PROCESSING

SAMPLE NO. 15-10-4 Sample tt2 SAMPLE TYPE Core

JOB NO. 94-14B-2 DATE Sept.30, 1994

Weight of sample 

Crushing time 

Milling time 

Dispersion time 

Sieving time

Weight +7 mesh

-7+35 mesh

-35+60 mesh

-60 mesh

23.l kg

1.5 hr

4.0 hr

401.6 gm

736.B gm

21995 gm

Mineral separation time 3.0 hr

Weight -7+35 Heavy Ferro mag 3.461 gm

Para mag 17.593 gm 

-35+60 Heavy Ferro mag 3.793 gm

Para mag 25.30 gm

Mineral examination time 

Mineral grains analysed

Weakly mag 2.751 gm

Non mag 13.989 gm

Weakly mag 1.811 gm

Non mag 1.021 gm
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SAMPLE TKEAOMEOT 15-10.

The samples were sent to TERRAMIN (2) and G. Peacock (1) for treatment, as noted 
in the main report. Neither party is eager to provide a complete flow sheet, and 
the following is based on the writer's familiarity with the SELCO process and 
what has been garnered in telephone conversations with Peacock and D. Koop of 
TERRAMIN.

Initially all material is reduced to 13 mn in a primary (jaw) crusher. This 
product is further reduced to 2.8 irm in a cone crusher. At this point the 
treatments diverge due to differences in the products requested.

TEKRAMTN screens the product at 500 m (microns) and 250 m. The -250m fraction 
is discarded and the other fractions are separated in a Heavy Medium: in this 
case the HM is THE (Tetrabromoethene) . The heavy mineral concentrates from this 
process are recovered, washed in acetone, dried and further separated 
magnetically.

Magnetic separation is achieved using a rolls magnetic separator. Various splits 
are made by varying the electrical current, and the rotational speed of the 
roller. Separators from differing manufacturers achieve similar results at 
different currents and speed dependent on the diameter of the roll. Terramin 
provided products as noted in the appendix of the report which were forwarded to 
the writer for observation.

After processing in the cone crusher, Peacock further reduced the material to -l 
mm in a cement-mixer in water with a few granite cobbles. This deslimes the 
product as it crushes. The product is dried and screened at 500 m and 180 m. 
The -180 m fraction is abandoned and the other fractions subjected to HM 
separation; in this case the HM is Sodium Polytungstate. (The later HM has an 
S.G. of 2.89-2.93; THE has an S.G. of 2.94)

The washed products are further reduced magnetically (see text) and the magnetic 
and paramagnetic concentrates forwarded to the writer for observation. 
rJonmagnetics are subject to digestion in Aqua Regia; this takes 2-3 weeks and 
reduces the concentrate to silicates (garnet), oxides (spinels, zircon and 
corundum if present) and diamond. This product is then fused in a soda flux - 
sirconium crucibles, high temperature furnace.

Theoretically everything but diamond should be eliminated; in practice garnet and 
zircon may survive as beads retaining the original colour, and spinel survives 
with crystal form vaguely apparent through severe rounding.

lain F. Downie



I, lain F.Downie, of the City of Thunder Bay in the 
Province of Ontario state that I

-am a graduate of The Faculty of Applied Science and Engineer- 
ing(Geology), University of Toronto(1962) .

-am a member in good a Landing of the Professional Engineers of 
Ontario.

-have practised my profession continuously since graduation.

-do not hold nor expect to hold any interest in the property, 
nor in any of the companies party to the exploration, subject of 
this report.

-supervised the field work and am cognisant of all the activ 
ity reported herein.
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HOLE NO: 15-10-4 

SHEET NO: l of 9 

LOCATION: 500M. S/380H1. W 

STARTED: August 9, 1994

DIAMOND DRILL RECORD
PROPERTY: 15-10; HELCA TWP 

BEARING 5 N/A 

DIP COLLAR: -90* 

COMPLETED: August 14, 1994

ONT, ELEVATION: N.A 

TOTAL DEPTH: 224m. 

CORE SIZE: BQ 

BY: l, F. Downie

FROM

0.00

76.0

76.4

TO

76.0

76.4

92.3

DESCRIPTION

CASING
Runner, D. Sequin noted that the 
colour of the return became quite 
dark at about 71m. .   probable 
sub 'crop of the diatreme.

GNEISSIC FRAGMENT

ULTRAMAFIC BRECCIA - DIATREME FACIES
- the unit is wet and friable - the
mix of serpentine and clay xenoliths 
largely obscures texture; where core 
forms from better consolidated
material, its brecciated nature is 
clear .

Breccia fragments are composed 
largely of variously coloured clays, 
some limestone and occasional sand
and lignite. Size varies from *clcm. 
to 6 or 7cm. . Finer xenolithic
material is largely qz . sand and 
clay frags, ^mm. . Foreign material 
varies from lQ-80%.

The matrix is a mix of fine
serpentine, calcite (effervesces in 
HCE) and clay?: it contains 
possible white, porous (boxy) 
remnants of Chrome Diopside,

SMPL 
NO. FROM TO

CORE 
LENGTH REMARKS

020



sheet 2 of 9

FROM

92.5

98.0

98.9

99.4

100.3

100.8

103.2

103.8

TO

98.0

98.9

99.4

100.3

100.8

103.2

103.8

105.5

DESCRIPTION

uncommon phlogopite ^2mm.),
amorphous dark green serpentine
crysts remnant after olivine ^3mm),
occasional magnetite and possible
ilmenite, and fine (xenolithic)
pyrite .

The rock is so soft and
malleable that no autoliths were
observed, but areas containing tiny
crystals of olivine may be autolith
remnants .

CLAY "BOULDER"

UMBr
more or less as for 76.4-92.5 -
sandier, no large frags..

LIMESTONE "BOULDER"

UMBr ( -D . F . )
-as for 98-98.9

BEDDED SEDIMENTARY "BOULDER"

UMBr - D. F.
-as before - limestone frags with
faint re 'action rims are common,
clay relatively uncommon.
101-101.3 limestone "cobble"

LIMESTONE "COBBLE"

UMBr - D. F.
-guite competent: textures are
clear.
-a faint but obvious bedding at 50"-
80" to c. a. .

SMPLE 
No. FROM TO

CORE 
LENGTH REMARKS
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FROM

105.5

107.3

107.6

TO

107.3

107.6

136.0

DESCRIPTION

-xenoliths are much fewer (5.20*) and
are mainly of greenish gray clay and
odd limestone ^2. 5cm.)
-contains about 15% sand grains
The intrusive is dark gray, but the
matrix, under a lens, has a faint
brownish cast. The matrix is
composed of fine serpentine and
calcite (-effervesces), clay (?) and
v. fine opaques; it contains fine
crystals and larger amorphous crysts
of olivine and/or serpentine.
Autoliths are common, some resemble
the matrix with fine
microphenocrystalline olivine
indicating more than one intrusive
pulse; some are pelletal lapilli
built on olivine crysts (rare) and
others on xenolithic nuclei at least
one on a grain of magnetite. Most
are *c73mm. , rarely to 4mm. .

LIMESTONE "BOULDER"

CLAY "BOULDER"

UMBr - D. F.
-coarse foreign material content is
quite variable from <25% to >50%
with sand inversely proportional to
large frags and varying from ^(^ to
>20%

Coarse frag, content is quite
diverse in colour and size (as per
76.4-92.5) and clays predominate.

The intrusive fraction is as
for 103.8-105.5 with pelletal

SMPLE 
No. FROM TO

CORE
LENGTH REMARKS
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FROM

136.0

TO

145.1

DESCRIPTION

lapilli and auto liths forming 5.251
of unit: all are micropheno-
crystalline. There are extremely
dark brown/black "pellets" (?) in
addition to serpentine crysts
(olivine remnants). Buff, soft,
boxy crysts are possible remnant
Chrome Diopside; magnetite and
phlogopite are uncommon . White
residue within a kelyphitic shell
presumably represents a completely
weathered pyrope.

There is a coarse "layering"
exhibited in alternating zones of
friable to malleable material (clay-
serpentine rich) to quite competent
rock (less serpentinised) .

110.0-113.0 clayey - malleable
-116.5 friable
-119.0 competent
-124.0 malleable - limestone
"cobble-size" clasts

-127.4 competent
-131.0 very malleable, green
- serpentine

-131.9 competent
-132.5 clayey
-133.9 competent, fragment-rich
-136.0 quite competent

BRECCIA
-This is the first solid, competent
section of any length.

The heterogeneous, foreign
frags are seldom more than lcm.
although there is a gneissic frag.

SMPLE 
No. FROM TO

CORE 
LENGTH REMARKS
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FROM

145.1

146.1

149.0

149.6

TO

146.1

149.0

149.6

157.0

DESCRIPTION

of 5x2cm. - the first P. C. clast
noted, and there are rare limestone
and clay frags of l-2cm. . These
form <.15%: sand and fine lithic
frags ^2mm) constitute another 15-
25%.

The intrusive is as before but
autoliths and pelletal lapilli are
common, as is remnant olivine, some
magnetite, possible remnant Chrome
Diopside and rare remnant pyropes
(whitish residue in kelyphitic
shell), phlogopite crysts (52mm) as
well as rare (probable) ilmenite.

UMBr: clay-rich

CLAY BOULDER

UMBr as for 136.0-145.1

Green UMBr - D. F. Breccia
-more competent, distinctly green
rather than dark gray.
Autoliths and pelletal lapilli
attain 5mm. in diameter: at least
one built on sub'hedral (serpentine)
olivine cryst, and several on
magnetite. The latter are
sub 'rounded - The magnetite may come
from magnetite sand, i.e. be
xenolithic.
-Frags are diverse in composition,
usually ^cm., include several P. C.
frags: combined with sand, foreign
content is ^20*.

SMPLE 
NO. FROM TO

CORE
LENGTH REMARKS
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FROM

157.0

"186

TO

"186

206.5

DESCRIPTION

UMBr: as for 136-145.1
-more sand, fewer lithic fragments -
some sections are "sandy" - friable
as a weathered sandstone is .
Xenoliths still quite diverse in
composition. There is a higher
content of frags J^cin. and they form
30-''^ of the unit. Locally the
rock is much less than 50!?,
intrusive.

163.2-163.5 quartzite "cobble"
163.5-163.9 very dark brown

f. g.
ultramafic
164.3-164.5 limestone "cobble

Downhole the fagments of clay
increase in content, and this
combined with increasing
serpentisation leads to greater
friability with depth. Autoliths
are few and decrease with depth.

"CLAY-RICH" UMBr
This unit is so rich in

xenolithic frags that almost no
ultra 'mafic is present - it is seen
in very few, short sections.

Frags of clay form not less
than 60% of the unit and locally
exceed 75%: there are boulder-size
frags, present. Most of the unit
(9C^) is quite malleable, having the
consistency of dough.

Cleaner (relative term), more
competent phases are seen at 202.85-
203.5 and 205.9-206.5.

SMPLE 
NO. FROM TO

CORE
LENGTH REMARKS
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FROM

206.5

211.6

TO

211,6

215.0

DESCRIPTION

"BLACK" UMBr

-fresher very dark gray with the
matrix having a distinctly brown
cast under the lens. Serpentinised
olivine macrocrysts ^4mm.) and tiny
crystals of olivine
(microphenocrystalline) are present
in the matrix-occas . tiny pieces of
fresh olivine are noted.

Autoliths are not common (and
pelletal lapilli are rare): the
texture is that of the matrix
without the olivine macrocrysts.

Foreign frags are relatively
uncommon (usually <Icm.) and larger
ones are usually of siliceous gneiss
(P. C.). Faint re 'action rims are
seen in some carbonate frags . .
Minor sand and small lithic frags
^2mm.) predominate and the total
foreign material ^(^.

Larger books of phlogopite are
more common and green colour
indicates chloritisation; magnetite,
ilmenite (?), remnant Chrome
Diopside and remnant pyrope are
noted.

208.6-208.95 clay rich

"CLAY FRAGMENT" UMBr (as for 186-
206.5)

211.6-213.5 competent, visible
texture

SMPLE 
No. FROM TO

CORE
LENGTH REMARKS

'
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FROM

215.0

TO

224.0

224.0

DESCRIPTION

213.5-214.3 malleable
214.3-214.8 as for 206.5-21.8
214.8-215.0 malleable.

"BLACK" UMBr

-as for 206.5-211.6
Contains brown/black, ultramafic 
pellets (^mm.) pelletal lapilli on 
crysts and xenoliths are present, 
the latter not common.

One quite weathered (whitish 
residue) orange garnet with 
kelyphitic rim is noted - verifies 
previous observations (?). Again, 
tiny grains of fresh olivine are 
found.

Foreign material ^.20* and 
mostly ^mm. with rare pieces 
exceeding lcm. - one of 4x2cm.

END OF HOLE

N.B. The hole was abandoned due to
sand infilling: this began at about 
175m. and worsened with depth. In 
the end, it took over 30min. to wash 
down 3m. (of 9m. ) and stopping the 
flush in the time taken to add a rod
allowed the hole to sand right in
again.

The corebarrel was "sanded
into" . The casing on pulling - 
another few metres and drilling 
material would almost certainly have 
been lost in the hole.

SMPLE 
No. FROM TO

CORE
LENGTH REMARKS




